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When Jeffrey Reisch was diagnosed with Straight down syndrome, his parents stumbled, but never
dropped their faith that God had selected Jeffrey to spread His like and His phrase. Reisch speaks
frankly of the heartache in equal methods of the joyful surprises of her twenty-seven season journey
with her child. Journey with Jeff: Motivation for Caregivers of individuals with Special Requirements
by educator, writer, and caregiver Sybil Y. Along with her family and growing community support,
she shares a poignant message of sorrow and special event for caregivers and families of children
and adults with particular needs.
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Inspriational story about my friend This is an inspirational story about a family that I knew when I
was growing up in NY state. Jeff was a pal of mine and was full of love and pleasure.. This book
chronicles my friends existence, his parents struggles and joys, and the family's incredibly solid faith
as they Trip with Jeff through his particular life. The publication is written designed for inspiration for
caregivers of people with special needs, but the tale is inspirational for everyone. This is among
those books that you keep after you've finished reading and switch to it when existence throws you
a curveball. As a person who spent some time working in the human services field for several years
(years), I whole-heartedly recommend that everyone read this publication. When you read Journey
with Jeff, those center realities suddenly become extremely real. And he very well may be; By the
time you finish reading this journey, you'll pause to marvel how those we seek to help, do a lot
more to actually help us. The realities of raising a kid with developmental disabilities, blaming neither
fate, nor situations, nor God, reveals the heart of like in parenting but a lot more essential, reveals
the center of love within their son. Their trip speaks to the affirming hope all parents can discover
despite the variety of issues at their door. It's a journey and story of faith whereby a bitter actuality
becomes a better reality. My friends in Rochester sent me this book after reading about it in their
regional Sunday paper. I work with Adults which have Developmental Disabilities. Heartfelt and
honest book! Turn off the tube and get the reserve. We are raising a 2-1/2, very spirited and loving
child with DS and, although it's frustrating sometimes with the extra time needed for different
therapies, dr. appts. And ALWAYS the pleasure and faith she experienced in god, the father and
His by no means failing ability to concur that He was in control., the pleasure he brings our lives
much outweighs any of those frustrating moments. The book is usually a "must read" for anybody
with a special needs child, especially if they haven't had much contact with additional parents or
organizations. What they - and I - didn't realize may be the impact it would have on my center! The
writer tells it enjoy it is definitely and doesn't sugarcoat anything: her sense of reduction after learning
that Jeff had DS. The anger she felt with individuals who treated Jeff like a "nonperson" ..... Sybil
writes from the center., etc. Regardless of how difficult items were, she generally praised and
thanked god, the father for confirmation that Jeff was serving an essential purpose on this Earth: to
spread unconditional love to everyone he fulfilled. The book is easy to read yet has the capacity to
profoundly impact your life.and We learned such wisdom from her book, not just about
Developmental Disabilities. With humor, insight, pathos and pleasure, a mom speaks of what at one
time was unspeakable. no-one knows God's plans for our lives. But Sybil's reserve has helped me
"ground" me in more realistic goals for his upcoming and prepare me in the event he isn't the
exception. She actually is openly honest about the down sides of raising a kid with special
requirements and for that I am very grateful. I can only say "Many thanks! Each chapter gives the
reader a new insight into what existence was like as Jeff and his family members struggled with the
countless problems they faced including, living with a serous seizure condition and the countless
resulting injuries, the efforts to learn the many skills and actions that most of us neglect, the center
breaking good-byes when Jeff stayed in a healthcare facility or shifted to a special school or home
to help him grow and, most gratifying, the countless feelings of pleasure and jubilation when Jeff
achieved a milestone. Personally i think like I understand her just by reading her story. My friends
thought these were sending me a publication that would just be an enjoyable read. A Great Book
To Introduce Visitors to People With Disabilities The writer begins this book by describing the days
before she knew her very young son "needed to be seen by an expert" and then brings you
through her personal experiences of caring and advocating for her child though out his all too short
lifestyle. Journey with Jeff is certainly a book that provides the reader a romantic look at the life of a
lovely and challenging person with developmental disabilities. It is very well written and it will move



you.. It was an inspiring tale of a family who shared their walk with Jeff, and how he impacted their
lives and many others. more often than not positive and some not positive. Mostly this book will
inspire the reader by witnessing this family's strength, persistence and faith in God, as they helped
Jeff make his contributions to the world and live his existence." to Sybil for being so honest and
open up and for sharing her heart. Realities of the Heart We've become a lifestyle obsessed by
reality TV and perhaps have got sacrificed some realities of the heart. If you do, I know you will be
a better and more enlightened person for it. Journey with Jeff Hi, I loved this book Trip with Jeff. I
examine it some time ago. It's the perfect book for anyone who is, or expects to end up being, a
mother or father or a caregiver of people. We, however, appreciate the book type and keep going
back again to it for inspiratioin and recollections of Jeff and his family members.and I learned thus
much. It's best for the center!. and I learned more from this book than conferences I've attended.
Actually the frustration she occasionally sensed with the doctors and Jeff's limited capabilities.and
the love and appreciation for those who loved him as much as she did.. Individually, it offers helped
me realize that I have spent the last 2-1/2 years believing that my son would be the
"exception".Sincerely,Janda A must read for High School Students enrolled in Parenting Classes or
those interested in working with Children This book is a superb instructional tool on the psychology
of a family expecting a baby and finding following the baby was created, that the kid was downs
syndrome.yet about life, and positive and realistic perspectives.. Hearing from a mother/parent
perspective was therefore helpful in the field I am in. Personally i think this must be an exercise tool
for anyone entering the field of helping people with Developmental Disabilities.Many thanks Sybil for
sharing your encounters. He was probably the most content people that I have ever met despite the
fact that he was born with severe challenges.family, and great wisdom!. Well written, center rending,
it leaves one with the knowledge of what an average family members travels through with downs
the same manner one experiences Nazi Germany through the eye of Anne Frank. Having known
the writer and her family for several years, we realize how determined Sybil was to tell Jeff's
story--would that we could all reach this ambitious goal as she has done with "Journey with Jeff.
Inspiring read! As an writer of the You Are Not Alone book series, I came across this precious
reserve. It is a fascinating look at human character, as the reader can begin to comprehend the
human encounter through the interactions with Jeff by the many differing people who touched Jeff's
life in so many ways; It was honest and hope-giving. Lynda Young author, Expect Families of
Children with Cancer Amazing Story by an Amazing Lady! This is an amazing story of love,
commitment, and faith! I highly recommend this book to all, everyone will reap the benefits of it." For
those who don't know, the contents of the publication had been originally narrated by the author in
a set of CD's. They are excellent, also and could be utilized as an excellent teaching tool..
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